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This is a game of extremes. For starte rs, it is easily 
the toughest game I have played in the two years I 
have been reviewing games. Maybe tough isn't the 
right word-it is incredibly, frustratingly, mother
blanking hard as hell. Ammo, health and save points 
are scarce, and the aliens are nasty; if one gets in 
close it's pretty much "game over, man, game over!". 
But that adds to another area where AR outdoes its 
peers - it's got to be the scariest game yet for the PS. 
Walking through the dark, narrow corridors and ven
tilation shafts, waiting for facehuggers or aliens to 
leap out at any moment, knowing that one mistake 
could mean instant death-it gets the ol' ticker 
going, especially if you play it in the dark. The levels 
are huge and pretty well -designed, with some cool 
tasks and puzzles built in and awesome scripted 
events that happen in real time as you play (although 
I wish there were more of them). Controls are iffy
even with the mouse/ controller combo (and don't 
even thln",..alNNil'-playlng this pme without the 
mouse), strafing and changing weapons is really 
awkward. Graphig; are pretty good for a PS game, 
althouth the . .puctuating framerate (sometimes out• 
stanCiing, sometimes just decent) can be disortent
ing. Basically, AR isft worth it Jnless you have a lot 
of pati.ence, a PS mouse and a love for tj).e Alien 
movies. Sufi you have all three Oike me), there's 
nothing else like it. Maril 

As the game loads, Alien Resurrection suggests that 
you play it "in the dark." I highly recommend this as 
well- the game's atmosphere Is absolutely fright• 
enlng. In fact, it's almost as scary as the shoddy con· 

~i~l~~~te:~- t~i:.\~fu t:~n~~~~~~r;~~ht~~!~~!e!~~ 
and line up your. rifle with the aliens scampering 
toward you. The c{ual analog control scheme is good, 
but aiming at the beasties before they get you is way 
too difficult, even with a mouse. AR needed some 
kind of autoaiming bad-there's just way too many 
cheap de~,J)'.laking this PS game more frustrating 
than the movie's hairbrained plot. l.r8kl 
Now here's a case of a game that looks great, sounds 
great and plays ... er, not so great. Be sure to play 
Alien Resurrection in the dark with the volume 
cranked. The sound effects-from the ping of your 
motion detector. to the brap•bra~•brap of your pulse 
rine are dea.d•on..true to the flicks, while the ambi· 
ent screams and hums of machinery really add to the 
atmosphere. This is a scary game, filled with scripted 
events and ideas borrowed from Half·life. It's also a 
frigg'in' hafd game. To preserve your sani ty, play on 
easy and P:laY with a mouse \unless_you want to 
lose a fo~ in busted joypads). fven then, the 
game's often too dang tough to be fun. Cl'lsDIII 
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No doubt this series has fallen on tough times 
recently. Thankfully developer Studio 33 has stepped 
in to impart their racing expertise, and I'm happy to 
report they've done an excellent job. The three most 
impressive things about Destruction Derby Raw are 
the driving physics, the damage models and the 
gnarly sensation of speed. Running a dose fourth are 
the smartly designed tracks. When I say driving 
physics l'm referring to the intuitive control. These 
pups handle like champs (a lot like the vehicles in 
Driver, if not more aggressive). They react to every 
bump and dip in the road like they should. But most• 
ly it's their massive power•sliding abilities that won 
me over. Oh yeah, doing 180-degree reverse pullouts 
is awesome as well-all without losing any forward 
momentum. It's a gearhead's dream come true. 
Taking and inflicting damage is as advanced as I've 
seen in this genre. Each car has multiple zones of 
damage, aod they all get really messed up as the bat
tle rages on. It's not all random either-it takes care
ful hits to P.erform the desired effects. Spinning, flip 
ping and barrel•roUing your opponents earn the big 
points. Essentially you can't win unless you master 
botli the racing and smashing. Multiplayer is 
decent-beyond the regular one•on-one smash•'em
up, a game called Pass the Bomb is pretty entertain• 
ing. Aside from a hint of slowdown, DOR is firing on 
all eight cylinders. Dean 

True to the DD series' roots, this game only gives you 
two things to worry about-racin' and smashin'. But 
while this new installment may not look as pretty as 
the past games (car damage doesn't appear as real• 
istic as in the Reflections•developed DD titles), 
Raw's control Is the tightest In the series. You get 
plenty of ptay modes, too, including four•player 
smash•a•thons (which are nothing special - your 
view is too limited; t prefer four·player bomb tag). 
Some tracks are too dinky, while others sprawl and 
get con fusing, but you get so many courses - and, of 
course, the classic bowl-shaped arena-that you're 
bound to find a few you really like. Crtspln 

Once you get past the novelty of beating on other 
cars to gain points, there's not a whole lot to get 
excited about here. The collection of tracks range 
from inspired to downright boring, and the control ls 
just too arcadey for my tastes. The cars don't even 
feel lil<e they're making contact with the road, they 
float all over the place. It's very hard to have any real 
control over your car at any speed. The multiplayer 

- aspect is pretty cool, though it usually comes down 
to two ptaY,ers squinting at a quarter of a screen try• 
ing to find one another, while the other two competi· 
tors wait fpr tbe match to be over. AU in all, l can't rec
ommend DDR as more than a rental. Greg 
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Dragon Valor 

Publisher: Namco 

~ Developer: Namco 
Featured In: £GM #134 
Players: ' Supports: Dual Shock 
Best Feature: Good controls 
Worst Featu re: Boring levels 
Web Site: www.namco.com 

Action / RPG seems to be the one genre no one can 
nail on the PlayStation; Namco actually makes a 
pretty good attempt with Dragon Valor - good con· 
trol, including duck, crawl, block, all kinds of sword 
attacks and special combos. There's even a ton of 
cool spells (fire. ice, invisibility, etc.)-the only prob· 
\em is, the game doesn't take advantage of any of 
that stuff. You pretty much get by using the same 
sword slashes and one spell (heal). The dungeon 
designs and "puzzles," if you can call them that, 
never incorporate the finer parts of the play mechan· 
ics, like Zelda or other great action/ RPGs do. light 
the torch with the fire spell is about as complex as it 
gets, and even that's rare-it's usually just kill every· 
thing in the room and move on. The puzzles (or lack 
thereof) don't help the game's already low level of 
challenge; the bosses have really obvious patterns 
and most of the enemies are easily beaten by a sim• 
pie overhead chop. There also isn·t a lot of weapon 
and armor upgrading, and whoever designed the 
shop system needs to be put down. One very cool 
feature in DV is how the game follows a family 
through generations, branching to different playable 
characte rs depending on your actions, but it isn't 
enough to carry the rest of the game. Most of the 
framework for a good, maybe even great, action/ RPG 
is here, but without the level design or enemies to 
showcase it. what does it really matter? Maril 

As much as I wanted to walk away from Dragon Valor 
feeling assured that I had finally found a great 
action/RPG for the PlayStation. it quickly became 
clear this wasn't the game I had hoped for. Problems 
include some horribly cheesy dialogue. a formulaic 
and repetitive story line, dated graphics, and an 
item/shop system that's more pointless and frustrat· 
ing than shopping at Ikea on a Saturday. I liked the 
variety of attacks-it took me until the end of the 
game before I even discovered one or two of the 
more obscure ones-but unless you' re really des· 
perate for an action / RPG, DV just Isn't worth it. 
Vagrant Story it ain't. .Jonathan 
Dragon Valor is an RPG for action game fans. The 
idea's great, but it's too much Final Fight•like fighting 
and not enough RPG. I found myself leaving health 
potions behind because I didn't need them, only to 
find I couldn't get back to them when I did. And you 
can't pick up health to use later like you would in an 
RPG. The story plays out so slowly I wished there 
was a button to advance the text - instead, you can 
either skip entire cinemas or wait for the text to slow• 
ly make its way on screen. The dialogue is dry, emo
tionless and devoid of wit. The graphic style of the 
game suggests a comedic undertone, but there's 
nothing funny to be found. Weak. Chris 
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